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Submission on the Draft District Plans 

The GSC Draft District Plans put forward a long range plan for the growth of Sydney and we commend 

the GSC for incorporating productivity, liveability and sustainability into these plans.   

As a peak body at the forefront of housing and/or service provision in the church sector we are of the 

view that sustainable and affordable housing is essential for all low to moderate income earners, but 

especially for those who live on the margins and experience multiple forms of disadvantage and 

deprivation. Safe, secure and affordable housing is the foundation for the well-being of families, 

individuals and communities. 

The proposed inclusion of 5-10% of affordable rental housing only on the zoning uplift does not go far 

enough nor will it deliver a significant difference to the housing landscape in Sydney. We encourage 

the adoption of a bold vision within these plans, addressing the real needs of the city’s population, 

with 15% set aside for the inclusion of affordable housing on entire developments on private land and 

30% on public land. The 30 minute city will be unachievable without adequate access to affordable 

key worker housing.  

Affordable housing v housing affordability 
Affordable housing and housing affordability are related issues and yet quite distinct from one 

another. Sydney has been deemed to be the second most expensive city in the world in terms of 

housing affordability1, therefore there is increasing pressure for intervention on rising rents and a way 

around the expanded travel times and distances as people move further out to find cheaper housing. 

Affordable housing scattered across a city will ensure that workers on low to moderate incomes can 

find a place to live within a reasonable commute and employers and businesses closer to the city 

centre will be able to attract and retain the workers they need.  

The rezoning and rebuilding of older suburbs across Sydney has gathered pace. Despite the many 

positive factors of such development, this will also often see the gentrification of previous working 

class neighbourhoods and a decline in social diversity as those unable to afford to continue to live in 

suburbs where they may have had extensive roots are forced out due to increasing housing costs. The 

decline in housing affordability in these suburbs has a deep and lasting social cost: 

“1. Greater pressure on low income renters who either pay higher rents or are dislocated by 

the market to lower cost areas, either into private renting, presenting to social housing 

providers or becoming homeless.  

                                                           
1 13th Annual Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey: 2017 
http://www.demographia.com/dhi.pdf  
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2. Low income owners and renters are diverted over time to other locations with the 

subsequent loss of social diversity and reducing accessibility to employment (for parents) and 

education (for children) opportunities.  

3. Changing communities and service infrastructures which often no longer cater for lower 

income residents.” 2 

The provision of affordable housing in these suburbs is an important lever to ensure that social 

diversity and access to employment are maintained.  

RECOMMENDATION 1: That the GSC District Plans mandates inclusionary housing schemes 

where developments on private land include 15% as affordable rentals and 30% on public 

land.  

 

Implications of mandating inclusionary zoning without flexibility 
There are a number of dangers in the area of social acceptance of inclusionary zoning, excluding 

potential economic implications which others will no doubt speak into. These may include: 

Local Engagement 

Resistance to affordable housing and a misunderstanding of the difference to social housing is an 

ongoing issue in the sector. Furthermore, the cry for local consultation and genuine engagement 

comes through loud and clear in social and main stream media. By mandating general targets in 

LGAs rather than prescribing mandatory inclusion in every development this allows for local council 

flexibility, consultation, community engagement and flexibility in approaches. Local councils may 

choose to accept funds in lieu of inclusion for some development, channelling funds to Community 

Housing Providers (CHPs) who can partner in delivering the required housing units. 

Sustainable and Affordable Living 

Affordable housing should ideally be affordable in the construction and also be affordable to live in on 

an ongoing basis. Many modern apartment blocks are reliant on air conditioners, require significant 

parking spaces, do not always use natural cooling/heating or ventilation and natural light. 

Furthermore, CHPs with a small number of units in a sub-standard development or a development 

that may be entirely inappropriate for its lower income tenants, may struggle with issues of strata and 

maintenance, with many CHPs preferring to build their own units which can be managed collectively. 

CHP developed apartment blocks mean that units are often developed with greater quality, yet less 

expensive fittings and fitouts, less required parking, more common areas and control of the strata.  

Disability housing, CALD and other vulnerable groups 

With such great need in the area of housing coming from specific groups such as the disability sector 

and CALD groups, the inclusion of affordable housing is also a great opportunity to build housing 

targeted to those that need it the most. Local councils should be empowered to use local data and 

reporting to include housing appropriate to vulnerable groups, whether it be housing with complete 

                                                           
2 Atkinson, R. et al. (2011) Gentrification and displacement: the household impacts of neighbourhood change, 
AHURI Final Report No.160. Melbourne: Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute. 
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disabled access or housing that is culturally appropriate, sometimes meaning that it needs to 

accommodate larger families.  

RECOMMENDATION 2: That local councils be empowered to manage inclusionary zoning 

targets and employ a flexible approach, ensuring engagement both from the community, 

the CHPs and prospective tenants and ensuring that affordable housing is not included in 

inappropriate developments and targeted fairly to the people living in the LGA.  

 

Churches Housing supports the Sydney Alliance submission to the GSC, seeking real targets for the 

inclusion of affordable housing. We also call for a more nuanced approach and hope that the above 

recommendations may be added into the District Plans. We look forward to a liveable, affordable and 

sustainable city.  

 

___________________________________________ 


